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so whether you jump in the ocean or you jump in the well 

or you do not jump…it is destined to be

do not be a slave to anybody

if anybody writes my destiny i will cut the persons head off

i would rather be alone with no fate and no destiny

than have somebody write my destiny and my fate

and that is true for you too

you are free !

free to choose any destiny…

you write it and you make it

you are in total control

you do what you want to do

and choose the best for yourself 

who can know what is good for you ?

only you can know

so choose the best

okay !

question      what does it mean to be a sannyasin ?

what does it mean to take sannyas ?

dropping the mind…

all this knowledge…

all this weight…

disappearing into the mystery of life

just putting your whole inner being…in deep gratitude…

towards this whole existence

opening your eyes

just letting go

no more struggle to be…to become

just accepting yourself

perfectly the way you are

question      i like to ask a question about the science of life

are these just games of the mind or there is really some reality 

about providence or fate and destiny ?

no fate…no destiny…no science

awareness…non awareness

awake or sleeping

for the sleeping there is no science at all 

for the awakened one there is a science

but for the sleeping…what is the science ?

a person who is sleeping does not even know one plus one is two !

no science !

for the person who is sleeping there is no fate

unconsciousness is not a fate 

consciousness has a future

the moment you move on the path of consciousness

now you are deciding about your life

before that it is all accidental

this world is accidental

nothing is planned

it is all just moving

consciousness moves out of this plane of unconsciousness

no faith…no destiny…no science

and you are lucky

because if you had a fate and a destiny

then you are a slave

for anybody who has come with a fate and a destiny

there is no use to live 

the destiny is going to happen 

the fate is going to happen so you leave it to the other

you leave it to god 

he has written your fate and your destiny
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